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OVERVIEW 

The ETS system is a combination of a server, a client, and many configuration 

details inside the RTU file.  Rather than making a standard addendum, this will be 

more of a design guide. 

 

There are several inter-related sub-systems to the ETS system.  First, there is the 

ETS pushbutton detection, latching, and reporting.  Then there is the broken-wire 

detection circuitry. Finally, there is an amber light control and monitoring system. 

The ETS system is assumed to be wired trackside in series. Each box has a DIO-

9110 at its heart and this DIO monitors the various signals. Each box has a blue 

light to guide the person to the box, an amber light (that blinks when energized) 

to alert the motorman that there is a person walking trackside, a trip pushbutton 

(to kill the track power), and trip circuit voltage monitors (one from each 

substation powering the track section). 
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From one SCADA RTU, Certain points such as the Breaker broken wire segment 

and Breaker Open/Closed Status are communicated to the pertinent ETS RTU’s. In 

the RTU, the ETS is comprised of an ETS server, an ETS client, and many DNP 

clients.  The ETS server pulls in all the status points from the DNP clients (one for 

each DIO-9110 trackside), adds it to the remote data (that comes from another 

ETS server or an ETS client via eports), and calculates controls and setpoints that 

represent the output of the system.  Many of the outputs are not useable in their 

native form and have to be routed through the mailbox client to turn them in to 

analogs and status points.  We will go in to each of these, sub-system by sub-

system.  One would also use the standard items (other servers to service HMIs, 

speak with SCADA hosts, etc.) that are available in an RTU. 

 

ETS TRIP 

At the simplest level, every ETS system has a trip function. Some don’t have any 

other, but all have this function.  For speed and safety, the trip function is 

ETS ePAQ

SCADA ePAQ

ETS Data Flow

(All 4 ETS Relay Trip Points)

(Broken Wire Calculation)

(All 4 ETS Breaker Open / Closed Points)

ETS ePAQ

(Broken Wire Calculation)

ETS ePAQ

(Broken Wire Calculation)

(ETS Push Button Reset) (ETS Push Button Reset) (ETS Push Button Reset)
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assumed to be hard-wired.  125VDC leaves the traction power substation, passes 

in turn through each of the ETS trip boxes, and works its way back to the same 

substation.  When quiescent, the control circuit is uninterrupted and the 125VDC 

finds its way to a relay coil in the substation, called the trip relay.   

 

When any of the buttons is pressed, the trip relay drops out momentarily. This 

causes the associated breakers to trip, killing power to the appropriate section of 

track.  When the operator releases the button, the trip relay re-energizes and the 

circuit assumes the quiescent state.  A second deck on the switch is wired from 

the other end of the track (usually a tie-breaker station) and trips the breaker at 

the other end of the track segment. 

 

There is a third deck to the pushbutton.  It is wired to the DIO-9110.  It provides a 

momentary signal to indicate which button was pressed (to aid in finding the 

person who called for help). 

 

The job of the ETS server here is to convert a momentary trip signal in to a latched 

alarm signal.  The ETS server utilizes the name of the point as well as the name of 

the IED for the configuration.  Note: This is a departure from the positional nature 

of traditional RTUs.  It is essential to understand this new paradigm to be able to 

configure this system.  It also means that the point and IED names are fixed and 

cannot be modified to suit individual wishes. 

 

Each DIO-9110 is expected to have a point named EtsSwitchEngaged. It is 

normally “on”, and drops out (like all good safety circuits) when the button is 

pressed. 
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Any latch circuit requires an unlatch. The unlatch circuit is a (usually remote) point 

called BreakerClosed.  Multiple ETS boxes (with their pushbuttons) will trip the 

same set of breakers.  All of these collectively are called an ETS zone.  Naming 

each DNP client with a number in the form <Print Order>.<ETS Zone>.<Wire 

Order> shows the relationship and puts all devices with the same middle number 

in the same zone.  For example, a DNP client named 1.1.2 and another named 

2.1.3 are both in zone 1 because the second number is a 1.  

 

The ETS server will turn the momentary signal in to a latch point.  It is required 

that the control exist (and it should be a mailbox point) with the name <Print 

Order>.<ETS Zone>.<Wire Order>EtsEcho.  So the points above would be 

1.1.2EtsEcho and 2.1.3EtsEcho.  The mailbox will turn them around to status 

points that can be used for HMI animation or transmission to a control center. 

 

To unlatch the circuit, we assume that if either end of the track segment is re-

energized, the alert is over.  So to reset zone 1, we want to see breaker 1 close.  

The name would be 1.0:BreakerClosed.  It is usually a remote point, coming from 

the Traction Power RTU.  Note the colon in the name. This is required for all 

remote points.  A transition from 0 to 1 of 1.0:BreakerClosed will unlatch all ETS 

trip points in zone 1. 
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BLUE LIGHT MONITOR 

The ETS server does nothing for the blue light monitor. It is simply an input point 

on each DIO-9110 that drops out when the blue light attached fails or partially 

fails. The partial failure is a function of the internal monitor built in to the blue 

light and it is to trigger when 50% or more of the high-intensity LEDs are out.  The 

HMI shows the blue light fault and alarms as appropriate. 

 

AMBER LIGHT CONTROL and MONITOR 

Like the ETS trip zone, amber lights are in zones.  Amber lights are processed by 

the ETS server with three inputs and one output per DIO-9110.  A digital input 

point called AmberOn and another called AmberOff will turn on or off the entire 

zone. This point can be from the DIO-9110 or it can be a mailbox point (to turn 

around a control from the supervisor system).  The output is a control of the form 

AmberLight.  There is an AmberFault which is the power/health monitor of the 

lamp. The device ID (<Print Order>.<ETS Zone>.<Wire Order>) is used for this as 

well.  However, it is often desired to have a larger amber zone than ETS zone.  For 

this situation, the point can be overridden by putting a different zone ID in front 

of the point name.  For example, a DNP client with name 1.5.2 can have an 

AmberOn, AmberOff, and AmberLight overridden to put them in (for example) 

zone 1.  Then they would be named 15.1.15AmberOn, 15.1.15AmberOff, and 

15.1.15AmberLight.  (The 15 is a unique number assigned per device). 

 

The ETS server also has another point.  It is the AmberFail.  This is a calculated 

point (mailbox control) that monitors the fault point (like the blue light’s fault 

point) and calculates whether there is an actual fault.  The basic problem with 

using the raw AmberFault point (like we do with the blue light) is that when the 

amber lights are off, the fault point is off. But we know that this is not a legitimate 

fault, since we WANT the light to be off.  So when the ETS system turns on the 

amber light, then if we get a fault on the input, we will declare a lamp failure.  

When we command the amber lights to off, any fault indications are frozen (on or 
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off).  This is to allow the maintenance department to know that there was a fault.  

If the amber zone is commanded on, and the fault is cleared, the alarm point will 

auto-clear. To stay with the example in the above paragraph, the point would 

have to be named 15.1.15AmberFail. 

 

While the ETS Zone is rather small (one section of track with breakers at both 

ends), the Amber zone can span miles. It goes from entry/egress point to 

entry/egress point.  Normally this means from passenger station to passenger 

station, but there could be an egress point at a vent shaft or other emergency 

exit.  Like the ETS zone, all lights in the same amber zone will actuate together 

when any of the AmberOn or AmberOff buttons in that zone is pressed. 

 

BROKEN WIRE 
 

The broken wire detection is probably the hardest to configure of the whole 

system.  This is mainly based upon the fact that it is dependent upon the software 

configuration and a physical wiring agreement in order to operate correctly. Using 

the labels <Print Order>.<ETS Zone>.<Wire order>, you tell the system in what 

order the circuits are wired.  There are two points, TripVbPresent and 

TripVaPresent that come from the DIO-9110s or remotely via the ETS client.  The 

system calculates, by taking in to account which points have failed, where the 

break is and generates a setpoint output VaBreak or VbBreak. 
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As indicated above, each section of track is typically powered at both ends, and 

there are two substations, one at each end with breakers responsible for that 

zone. 

FROM TPSS 9 HMI FROM TPSS 10 HMI 

Vb or Outbound Segment Va or Inbound Segment

Broken Wire Segment Layout
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Our first discussion is the section between the Tie breaker (at the bottom, N01) to 

the Traction power station (at the middle, also N01).  From the traction power 

stations perspective (we will look at the tie breaker’s perspective later on), the 

track 1 ETS boxes are N63, N61, N59, and N57 and the track 2 ETS boxes are N58, 

N56, N54 and N52.  Note that there is an odd/even symmetry (all odd-numbered 

boxes are on track 1 while all even-numbered ones are on track 2).  This is not a 

requirement of the ETS monitoring system, but it does add some sanity to the 

process and the engineering of the zones follows this practice. 

So, on a track drawing that is a superset of the above, these boxes are engineered 

to be (see the document “ETS System Drawing Abbreviations”): 

N63: E(1,1,11,2,24,13,25,TP3/1,TB3/3)* 
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N61: E(2,2,11,3,43,1,44,TP3/1,TB3/3)* 

N59: E(3,3,11,4,42,1,43,TP3/1,TB3/3) 

N57: E(4,4,11,5,41,1,42,TP3/1,TB3/3) 

 

And for track 2, 

N58: E(1,1,12,2,21,14,22,TP3/2,TB3/4)* 

N56: E(2,2,12,3,43,2,44,TP3/2,TB3/4)* 

N54: E(3,3,12,4,42,2,43,TP3/2,TB3/4) 

N52: E(4,4,12,5,41,2,42,TP3/2,TB3/4) 

 

Quickly walking through these numbers, the DNP address for the DIO-9110 at N63 

is 1 (first digit). The next 3 digits are 1,11,2 which are the <print order>,<ETS 

Zone>, and <Wire order> for this box. It is clear that all 4 of the track 1 boxes are 

in the same ETS zone (11). 

 

The next three numbers (24,13,25) put N63 in Amber zone 13. Note that the 

other 3 boxes (N61, N59, and N57) are in amber zone 1. Note also the asterisk at 

the end. This indicates a location of actual AmberOn and AmberOff buttons.  Our 

logic thinks that there are AmberOn and AmberOff buttons on each DIO-9110, but 

in actuality they are only located where the field conditions warrant (shown with 

the asterisk).  Looking at the track drawing again, you can see that N61 is at one 

end of the station platform and N63 is at the other. So N61 is the “end” of one 

amber zone and N63 is the “beginning” of the next. 
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The last bit of information carried in the polynomial is the redundant commline 

assignment.  The commline “from the left” of the ETS box is TP3 and the comm. 

port is 1.  The commline “from the right” ETS box is TB3 and the comm. port is 3.  

The underline tells where the RS-485 terminating resistor is supposed to go. 

 

Now, taking the polynomial and the wiring drawing  

 

 

We see that the representation is that “power” (shown as “TP”) starts at the top 

and first goes to N63, then N61, then N59, then N57, then the ETS relay 

(represented as the round circle below N57) in the substation (the same 

substation where the power at the top came from). 
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Converting the polynomial in to a spreadsheet, we see:  

 

 

The description of Va and Vb are on the next page. 

The wiring “to the right” of the station is considered “Va” and the wiring “to the 

left” is considered “Vb”. So we confirm that the names of the boxes (1.11.2, 

2.11.3, 3.11.4, and 4.11.5)  do in fact have wiring order “increasing” in the 

direction the wire goes (2,3,4,5).  Also we can confirm that the HMI will get the 

proper print order (1,2,3,4) when the wire breaks.  (The agreement with the HMI 

is that “1” means the top segment, 2 = the second, etc.). This next drawing shows 
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a wire break at point 1 (meaning that Va is OFF at EACH point (N63, N61, N59, 

N57, and the ETS relay). 
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Here (below), Va is present at N63 but missing from N61, N59, N57 and the ETS 

relay. The calculation shows a “2”. 
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If only the ETS relay is off, we call that a “9” (from the spreadsheet) and it looks 

like this: 

 

 

Now, we are going to look at the SAME track segment from the perspective of the 

other end.  The boxes cannot be renamed, so we have some other work to do. 
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Again, starting with the spreadsheet conversion of the track polynomial, we get: 

 

Note that the wiring is reverse now. The wiring order is decreasing and not 

increasing.  We have a different order in the Vb column than the wiring order of 

the Name.  We will be overriding the Vb point name to get the print order to put 

N57 at “1”. 
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Here is the over-ridden Vb name (and also the over-ridden Amber light): 
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Based on the spreadsheet, we overrode 3.11.4TripVbPresent to be 

2.11.4TripVbPresent so that the system would give a “2” when the break was at 

this point.  A “2” would mean that N57 had power but N59, N61, N63 and the ETS 

relay did not (Note this is the ETS relay in the tie station, not the one from the 

Traction station above). 

 

Note:  If all the chains (the increasing order of wiring order and the desired print 

order) are all correct and the calculation is off (in other words you don’t get the 

broken wire where you think it should be), put the keyword Far in one of the end 

points (use the remote point for the ETS Relay). 

  

 

ETS SERVER 

The heart of the system that does all the above calculations is the ETS server.  

Install the ETS Server in to the RTU and map the points that the ETS needs.  These 

points are listed above and again here. 

 

This example shows actual status/control points (with no numeric prefix) assumed 

to be assigned to the IED:  
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If in fact the IED is named this way, all status and controls that are associated with 

it will have the name prefix. If you want to override the value, then you have to 

put in the numerics.  For points that are mailbox points (all the ones above that 

have numbers in front of them), the number has to be put in as otherwise they 

would all have the prefix mailbox.  To properly get the IED name back in to the 

server, use ConfigWiz 1.6.2 or later. 

 

It is very important that the setpoints exist for each value. Otherwise the system 

will not initialize that particular chain.  

 

Here, the same IED has been overridden with both the Vb and the Amber zone. 
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Note also that in this case, there is not a 10.0AmberActivate but a 

2.0AmberActivate as this IED is in amber zone 2.  If there are also IEDs in amber 

zone 10, then you would need a 10.0AmberActivate as well, one per zone called 

out. 

 

AmberActivate will change to the value (print order) of the IED that initiated the 

AmberOn.  So if the box above (37.2.38AmberOn) was pressed, 2.0AmberActivate 

would get the value of 37.  If the Amber system is off, the value for that zone will 

be a zero. The EtsActivate works the same way.  CommBreak works like VaBreak 

and VbBreak calculating where the communication line has broken. 

 

The server itself has a few tabs. The only important one (and one that requires 

manual entries) is the Remote tab. The others just show what is mapped to the 

server. 
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Here, you have to tell the ETS Server what points it will get over the network. 

There are basically 3 types of points: the TripVa/TripVb values from the traction 

RTU, the BreakerClosed also from the traction RTU, and health points (to be 

discussed below).  There has to be a BreakerClosed for each ETS Zone or else the 

latches will never reset. 

Note: If these points are inside the ETS RTU (for example on a SIP Panel) instead 

of remote, then just map them as statuses to the ETS Server. 

 

Note: With the exception of the Far keyword, the names here must match 

EXACTLY with the names associated with the ETS client or other ETS server from 

where these come. 
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ETS CLIENT 

In order to get data from the Traction Power RTU, we need a connection. The 

most logical way to do it would be with a server (probably DNP) and put a DNP 

client on the ETS RTU.  Due to the fact that we ran extremely low on both 

memory and servers (there is a limit of 10) in the traction power RTU, we made a 

CLIENT to do the server’s work.  It is called the ETS client. There can be up to 3 of 

them, one for each substation on either side of the current substation, and one 

for the current substation. 

 

 

Inside the “current” station client (in this example TBS2-ETS), the controls that 

exist are: 

 

Once again, the location, or point number, is not important. Only the name is 

important.  These represent the points that are physically in this RTU that the ETS 

finds of interest.  Since these are controls, a PLCC program is required to convert 
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status points to controls.  First, initialize the internal points, then “connect” the 

status points with the controls.  For sanity sake, use labels that match the point.  

(In other words if you copy the code to the next station, change the labels to be 

readable several years down the road.)  See here (on line labeled 9.7.1) that we 

are using a real input from a SIP panel (local client) and comparing it to a PLCC 

point that is solely there to keep us from firing the real control every scan. If they 

differ, we resynch the real point to the PLCC internal point and also fire the 

control to the ETS client. 

 

See how a breaker is handled: 

 

Note that the breaker is rebroadcasted to both the “current” ETS RTU as well as 

the other end of the track segment (there are two different ETS Clients listed). 
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This allows for both redundant control, as well as the more accurate reset of the 

ETS Trip latches. If EITHER end is repowered, the alert is over.   

For those who don’t like the names, here is the breaker code again in DOPS. 

 

 

Note:  You need a breaker point for every ETS zone (with the breaker number 

matching the ETS zone number) and you need an ETS relay for each ETS zone with 

the point being either the Va or Vb (9.1.1TripVaPresent for example) that is 

serviced by that substation, with the proper name as described above in the 

broken-wire section.  Again, if these points are local to the ETS RTU (either by 

wiring two SIP panels with the same input or by an HMI pseudo-point), then there 

would not be the need for this code in the traction RTU. 

MISCELANEOUS POINTS (Link) 

The ETS server can also monitor the communication between itself and other ETS 

servers as well as ETS clients to alarm when a link is broken.  To make an ETS 

server-to-server health point, simply define it in the Remote tab AND as a control 
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to the ETS server. The name of the point should be unique amongst all the ETS 

servers that are interconnected. For example, 1.0:RemoteLinkOK is the name of 

the remote point and also the name of the control. If defined, the server will try 

to listen for this value (defined the same way on the other ETS server). If it hears 

it, it will actuate the control of the same name to a 1. If it times out, it will make 

the control a 0.  Server “A1” is configured with remote points: 

 

Server “A2” is configured with remote points: 

 

 

The second part of the health monitoring system is to ETS Clients.  In this 

example, the ETS client #1 points to server “A1” and the ETS client #2 points to 

server “A2”. 
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Note the matchup of names between ETS Client #1 and “A1” ETS server: 

1.0:ClientLinkOk.  Then observe the matchup from ETS Client #2 and “A2” ETS 

Server: 1.12:ClientLinkOk. 

No PLCC code is required for these specially-named points. Just make them 

unique names and put them in as mailbox controls. Then use the status side of 

the mailbox to display the results. 

 

REDUNDANCY 

The ETS system is designed to have redundant communications to the DIO-9110 

units (an RS-485 cable from each end to different DNP servers inside the DIO). 

There is nothing magical about it, but it does mean that the same device needs 

the same name in both RTUs.  It also means that there has to be an Ethernet 

connection between both RTUs. 
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So our example track section (between N01 Tie and N01 Traction) again has not 

only 125VDC from each end but RS-485.  In a fully working system, each status 

point is reported to the polling RTU (one from each end). The polling RTU also 

broadcasts to all other ETS systems (see e-ports below) this status-point change. 

 

If, however, there is a comm. failure (broken RS-485 wire for example or a 

repeater (where used) is down), then one of the two RTUs will not be able to poll 

this DIO-9110 nor the ones beyond it.  The other will be able to poll it, and as 

above, rebroadcast its points. The listening ETS server will then have two reports 

for a given point: DNP Fail flag and Remote data.  The server intelligently 

combines these, so that the ETS server has good data.  The rebroadcast of points 
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is done periodically and the listening server will timeout (mark as stale) the 

remote data after a while.  When that happens, the “fail flag” will win and the 

point will be declared failed.  

 

DIO-9110 

The DIO-9110 is configured as such: 
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Both DNP servers are configured identically: 

 

This makes for the same RTU file in each DIO-9110 (otherwise it would be a 

logistical nightmare) and the difference being the DIP switch address of the DNP. 

Both servers get their address from the same DIP bank for redundant operation. 

EPORTS 

The entire ETS system lives on the network. First, there has to be a listening e-

port for each substation (traction or tie) RTU’s ETS Client. Any standard works, the 

one here is port 30001 is the RTU to the “left”, 30002 is the RTU in the same 

cabinet, and 30003 is the RTU to the “right”. 
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The server-to-server communication is a bit trickier.  Since (see redundancy 

above) each ETS server rebroadcasts its own real events only, EVERY ETS server 

that shares either an amber zone OR an ETS zone must communicate with EVERY 

OTHER ETS server.  This is so (mainly this is an issue for amber lights) that when 

the AmberOn pushbutton at one end of the amber zone is pressed, all amber 

lights along the zone will activate.  Remember that an amber zone can span miles 

and can be 6 or more RTUs’ worth of devices. 
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Sample ETS Interconnection Network Map

N91 Initiate on 31101N92T Initiate on 31102N92P Initiate on 31103N01T Initiate on 31104N01P Initiate on 31105

N91 1.2.1.22N92T 1.2.2.151N92P 1.2.2.22N01T 1.2.3.151N01P 1.2.3.22

 

This can be really challenging to get straight.  Note that in this drawing the top 

row and the bottom row represent the SAME RTU.  The top is the e-port set as 

“server” and the bottom is the e-port set as “client”.  For sanity sake, let’s look at 

two of the files that make this work.  The first is N91.  This is the listening side (we 

don’t listen for ourselves-in this example 31101.  See initiating side below.):  
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This is the initiating side: 
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Just to round things out, here is the next station in the line (N92T).  Listening: 

 

And the initiating side: 
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DNPoE Client settings 

It may be counter-intuitive, but in order to speed up the polling of the DIO-9110, 

we have to slow down the event polls.  If they go out too fast, there is not enough 

time to send out the myriad of controls when the amber lights are turned on. 

These settings have worked, but if you have a really long section of units, it may 

not.  See the diagnostics section below if you have stability problems (lights going 

on and off for example). 

  

 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

Since the system uses the point NAME to accomplish things, when the added 

requirement of controlling the amber zone from SCADA came up, it was an easy 

extension (more or less).  For example, N91 has 3 Amber zones (1, 2, and 3). So, 

the DNP server for the SCADA system has these status points mapped: 
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And these controls: 
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The corresponding master station STNED entry for the first zone looks like this: 

 

Note that the status point matches the map in the RTU and the control has TWO 

DIFFERENT ADDRESSES for on and off and they use the same “D” field (ON). 

 

The desire is to simulate the on and off pushbuttons that are wired to the DIO-

9110s trackside.  The “trick” is to get the AmberOn and AmberOff to be 

momentary, like they are with real buttons.  One would think that a DNP Pulse 

would do it, but as luck would have it, the pulse is not sent as an on and an off. It 
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is sent as an on with a duration. It is up to the individual client to process the 

pulse. Neither mailbox nor PLCC support the pulse duration command, so we 

have to write PLCC code to provide the control with an “off” so that it will take a 

subsequent “on” command. 

 

Since we are putting PLCC in anyway, we also initialize the AmberLight point so 

that the system does not show failed on startup. 

 

Here, the screen capture does not do us justice. In the =if statement, the point is a 

DIP with the name 99.1.99AmberLight while the output column it is the 

corresponding DOP point. See below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a similar fashion, we look for a DIP (status point) for AmberOn or AmberOff and 

if we find it, we zero out the corresponding control: 

99.1.99N =IF("ETS-Mailbox 99.1.99AmberOn",0,JUMP("99.1.99F"))   

  =settimer(1,1,1500)   

1NLoop =IF(gettimer(1)>0,JUMP("1NLoop"),0)   
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  =0 "ETS-Mailbox 99.1.99AmberOn" 

      

99.1.99F =IF("ETS-Mailbox 99.1.99AmberOff",0,JUMP("99.2.99N"))   

  =settimer(1,1,1500)   

1FLoop =IF(gettimer(1)>0,JUMP("1FLoop"),0)   

  =0 "ETS-Mailbox 99.1.99AmberOff" 

      

a.k.a: 

 

 

Do this for every AmberOn and AmberOff you have in the RTU file.  Change the 

label names to match the name of the point.  The pattern is N for on and F for off. 
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At the master station, the end result looks like this: 

 

 

Another issue that I expect will come up (but it has not yet) is that some of the 

amber zones at the first location this system was installed are really long. The end 

user is going to eventually want to split up the amber zones.  From the 

configuration perspective, it means renaming a bunch of amber zones. The sticky 

part is getting a new set of AmberOn and AmberOff buttons for the ETS box 

where the zone split will occur.  Let’s hypothesize that the split will be at device 
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3.9.4. This is the map before the split: 
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This is the map after the split. Note here that the “new” amber zone will be 5. The 

actual number has to be engineered, but for this example, 5 is good enough. 

 

 

Obviously the downstream devices will need new numbers, but putting two sets 

of pushbuttons trackside on a single DIO-9110 will not change the RTU 

configuration file of the DIO-9110 (so there will not be a special-case RTU file) and 

it is easy to get it incorporated since it is based on name.  Don’t forget to create 

33.5.34AmberFail. 

Another possibility of a request for something different is to not use the state of 

the breaker to unlatch the ETS. For this, it is a simple matter to make a mailbox 

point that has the name <etszone>:BreakerClosed and use it instead of the points 

as used now.  When confronted with a new request, remember it is the NAME 

and not the position in the map that makes this system work. 
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Diagnostics  

You may see that, in response to an amber on command, amber lights are going 

on and off cyclically. This can be related to at least two different problems. The 

first is that some of the DNPoE clients are not getting polled. The way to see if this 

is the issue is to PRX the e-port that has the clients.  With the polling at 10 

seconds, you should see the poll/response set for each device followed by a 

several second pause. If the pause is missing, then the polls are too frequent and 

some of the devices are getting short-changed. 

 

It is also possible that something else is going on. For this, use a TP 55 and capture 

it.  I recommend using TeraTerm as you can timestamp the captures and line 

them up from machine to machine.  Here is a capture snippet from 3 ETS servers 

trying to figure out why amber lights were going on and off. 

 

At 10:52:25, the local AmberOn signal was received. The ETS server sent it out. 
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The next station in the chain received it 

 

 

The next unit up the chain did not see anything: 

 

 

Later, the unit that saw nothing noticed that the amber lights were on when they 

were not supposed to be (at least this RTU thought they should be off). 
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Because the units have two masters, being redundantly controlled, a little while 

later: 

 

 

It was a relatively easy thing to find that the N92P was not receiving the 

command to turn on (see eports above) and the problem was solved. It is worth 

noting that all these logs were grabbed from the same PC so the timestamps lined 

up. 
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Broken Wire Calc (Problems)

ETS ePAQ DIO9100 (N162)

DIO9100 (N164)

DIO9100 (N166)

DIO9100 (N168)

DIO9100 (N170)

DIO9100 (N172)

SCADA ePAQ

(Va Trip, Vb Trip)
(1.26.2 Off)

(2.26.3 Off)

(3.26.4 Off)

(4.26.5 Off)

(5.26.6 Off)

(6.26.7 Off)

(ETS Relay Off)

Solution: (9.26.10 Mapped Incorrectly 

in PLCC or Field Wiring Reversal)
(9.26.10 reporting On)

Here we have done something 

to cause a broken wire in 

between the Knife Switch and 

N162 yet we see a broken wire 

indication at N172

Knife Switch Pulled


